
1 Introduction
As well-known, GUI is widely used in an embedded application. A good GUI
helps a product more competitive. However, it is not easy to do it. To make
the development of GUI more easy, much GUI mid-wares come forth. NXP
has introduced the emWin GUI on NXP MCUs for some years and many
customers have used it successfully in their products. Recently, NXP has
promoted one more GUI mid-ware called Light and Versatile Graphics Library
(LVGL) for more choices to the users. As you know, developing GUI application
should still be a heavy work even with GUI mid-ware. NXP launched an SW tool called GUI Guider to support strongly LVGL
GUI development.

So how to implement an LVGL GUI application with GUI Guider’s assistance?

This application note is trying to show it by introducing how to implement a typical GUI demo on LVGL with GUI Guider based
on LPC54608.

2 Overview
This section gives a brief overview of the LPC546xx family, Light and Versatile Graphics Library (LVGL), and GUI Guider.

2.1 LPC546xx
The LPC546xx family includes up to 512 KB of flash, 200 KB of on-chip SRAM, up to 16 kB of EEPROM memory, a quad SPI Flash
Interface (SPIFI) for expanding program memory, one high-speed and one full-speed USB host and device controller, Ethernet
AVB, LCD controller, smart card interfaces, SD / MMC, CAN FD, an External Memory Controller (EMC), a DMIC subsystem with
PDM microphone interface and I2S, five general-purpose timers, SCTimer/PWM, RTC / alarm timer, Multi-Rate Timer (MRT),
a Windowed Watchdog Timer (WWDT), ten flexible serial communication peripherals (USART, SPI, I2S, I2C interface), Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA), 12-bit 5.0Msamples/sec ADC, and a temperature sensor.

Features relevant to GUI display:

• The LPC5460x / 61x devices operate at CPU frequencies of up to 180 MHz. The LPC54628 device operates at CPU
frequencies of up to 220 MHz.

• LCD Controller supporting both Super-Twisted Nematic (STN) and Thin-Film Transistor (TFT) displays. It has a dedicated
DMA controller, selectable display resolution (up to 1024 x 768 pixels), and supports up to 24-bit true-color mode.

• External Memory Controller (EMC) provides support for asynchronous static memory devices such as RAM, ROM, and
flash, in addition to dynamic memories such as single data rate SDRAM with an SDRAM clock of up to 100 MHz.

2.2 Light and Versatile Graphics Library (LVGL)
LVGL is a free and open source graphics library providing everything you required to create embedded GUI with easy-to-use
graphical elements, beautiful visual effects, and low memory footprint.

Key features:

• Powerful building blocks, for example, buttons, charts, lists, sliders and, images.
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• Advanced graphics with animations, anti-aliasing, opacity and, smooth scrolling.

• Various input devices, for example, touchpad, mouse, keyboard and, encoder.

• Multi-language support with UTF-8 encoding.

• Multi-display support, for example, uses more TFT, monochrome displays simultaneously.

• Fully customizable graphic elements.

• Hardware independent to use with any microcontroller or display.

• Scalable to operate with little memory (64 kB Flash, 16 kB RAM).

• OS, External memory, and GPU supported but not required.

• Single frame buffer operation even with advanced graphical effects.

• Written in C for maximal compatibility (C++ compatible).

• Simulator to start embedded GUI design on a PC without embedded hardware.

• Binding to MicroPython.

• Tutorials, examples, themes for rapid GUI design.

• Free and open source under MIT license.

2.3 GUI Guider
GUI Guider is a user-friendly graphical user interface development tool from NXP that enables the rapid development of high
quality displays with the LVGL Open-Source Graphics Library. GUI Guider's drag-and-drop editor makes it easy to utilize the many
features of LVGL such as widgets, animations, and styles to create a GUI with minimal or no coding at all.

With the click of a button, you can run your application in a simulated environment or export it to a target project. Generated code
from GUI Guider can easily be added to your project, accelerating the development process and allowing you to seamlessly add
an embedded user interface to your application.

GUI Guider is free to use with NXP’s general purpose and crossover MCUs, and includes built in project templates for several
supported platforms.

3 GUI demo design
GUI is a graphical user interface and a GUI application generally presents user a graphical interface to operate the device. A
user-friendly GUI should be easy-to-use and have a beautiful visual effect. A typical GUI is to present icons for user to select
different functions in an embedded product, for example, home appliance. Different configurations are also usually presented by
icons in a GUI. The GUI demo introduced in this application note is designed referring to the typical GUI application. This GUI demo
presents some icons for user to select one by moving and focusing a square on it with a key input after loading a startup interface
where a logo is displayed with animation effect. And it provides a measure for refresh rate as well since the users usually concern
it. The demo is implemented without OS since it is typically non-OS in the embedded devices based on MCU.

This application note is introducing how to implement the typical GUI demo without OS on LVGL with GUI Guider on
LPCXpresso54608 EVB. Hope it could be a reference and helpful for the engineers to develop their GUI application.

4 GUI demo implementation
This section describes the development environment for the hardware and software (to run them as well) also, they are easy to
be set up.

4.1 Hardware environment
• LPCXpresso54608 EVB Rev B with LCD module

• One micro USB cable
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• PC

4.2 Software environment
• SDK_2.9.0_LPCXpresso54628

• KEIL MDK V5.33.0.0

• GUI Guider V1.0.0.

Remark:

• The resources about GUI Guider, including overview, downloading, documents, training, and so on, can be seen on GUI
Guider .

• Refer to the GUI Guider User's Guide (document GUIGUIDERUG) for your installation and also to know about the tool.
After installation, the user manual can be also seen under the path: GUI-Guider\resources\.

• It is easy to use GUI Guider. This application note does not introduce the usage. Users can read the GUI Guider User's
Guide (document GUIGUIDERUG) or training materials at GUI Guider for the usage.

4.3 Develop LVGL non-OS GUI demo in KEIL with GUI Guider
The GUI demo is implemented with KEIL IDE based on the non-OS LVGL SDK example littlevgl_demo_widgets_bm under the
path: SDK_2.9.0_LPCXpresso54628\boards\lpcxpresso54628\littlevgl_examples\.

The basic process to develop the GUI demo with GUI Guider is:

1. Create GUI project: Create a GUI project with LPC54628 board template and empty application template in GUI Guider.
For the basic setup of the GUI project in GUI Guider, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. GUI project setup in GUI Guider
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2. Generate GUI code: Develop the GUI in GUI Guider. The GUI code is provided in three subfolders under export
folder when they are generated and exported, see Figure 2. The code files in the 3 folders except for the file
littlevgl_demo_widgets in source folder must be added into the KEIL project.

Figure 2. Folders containing GUI code from GUI Guider

3. Create KEIL IDE project: Clone the existing SDK LVGL example folder littlevgl_demo_widgets_bm to create a new
folder littlevgl_guider_demo_bm at the same path and create our GUI demo project with KEIL IDE.

4. Add GUI code: Copy folders custom and generated and the file lv_conf.h in source folder into the folder
littlevgl_guider_demo_bm. Let lv_conf.h replace the old one.

5. Configure GUI demo project: Configure the GUI demo project for building it successfully. It mainly contains the below
sides:

a. Add the new groups and files relevant to the GUI code to the KEIL project and remove the unwanted ones from
the cloned SDK example project.

b. Add compiler include paths relevant to the GUI code files.

6. Modify the file containing the main(): In this GUI demo, the file is littlevgl_guider_demo_bm.c cloned from the one
littlevgl_demo_widgets_bm.c in the SDK example. In this case, it is necessary to do modifications as below:

a. Add and remove related include files in main () file, as in following code:

#include "gui_guider.h"
#include "events_init.h"
#include "custom.h"
//#include "lv_examples/src/lv_demo_widgets/lv_demo_widgets.h"

b. Change the call BOARD_BootClockPLL220M() to BOARD_BootClockPLL180M() since the lpc54608 part on the
development board has up to 180 MHz of main clock.

c. Change the main call for GUI setup: In this demo, delete the old call lv_demo_widgets() and add the one
setup_ui(&guider_ui).

More coding could be needed in the file depending on the application.

The above is the basic process of the GUI demo development. More details of the GUI demo implementation are introduced in
following section of this document.

4.4 Startup GUI
Typically, a GUI application shows a company’s logo with some animation effect on system startup. In this GUI demo, it moves the
“NXP” logo to the center of screen with bounce effect meanwhile moving a label LPC546xx GUI Demo. It is easy to be implemented
with GUI Guider. Dragging and dropping an image widget for adding the logo image of NXP and a label for editing its text to
LPC546xx GUI Demo. Configure the basic attributions, for example, size, position, text color, depending on the requirements. The
animations of the image and label can be easily configurated on GUI Guider.

Figure 3 shows the configurations of the animation of the logo NXP: Enabling the animation by checking MOVE ANIMATION; set
the destination positions of X and Y coordinates to “140” and “86”; set the animation path to bounce (it has a bounce effect when
moving to the destination); set the duration to “1000” that means the duration of moving is for 1 second.
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Figure 3. Animation configurations for startup GUI

When running simulator, the startup GUI is displayed as in Figure 4, after moving.

Figure 4. Startup GUI

In the actual GUI demo, the background color of the screen is designed to be black. May modify it in KEIL project as in the following
code (bold font):

//Write codes screen
ui->screen = lv_obj_create(NULL, NULL);
    
//added to change the bg color of screen to black
lv_obj_set_style_local_bg_color(ui->screen, LV_OBJ_PART_MAIN, LV_STATE_DEFAULT, LV_COLOR_BLACK);

4.5 Main GUI
As mentioned, the main GUI is implemented referring to a typical GUI application in consumer and industry. Basically, the main
GUI is implemented as follows:

The main GUI presents six icons with a square focusing on one as the selected in Figure 5. With a key input, the square is moved
left/right to focus on an icon which is presented in the screen. When the square has reached to the most left / right icon in the
screen, it stops moving while the icons are moved left / right one by one so that a new icon is presented with an old one invisible
in the screen until there is no more new icon to be shown.
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There is a label on the left top of the screen, see Figure 5. It shows the name of the current focused icon with the movement.

Key features:

• To make the moving look more smooth for a better visual effect, each movement from one icon to the next is broken into
four frames to process automatically with a key input.

• A total of 12 icons are used for the demo. Six icons are displayed in a screen, see Figure 5. The size of each icon is
"48*48" (so they can be stored in SRAM and so it does in the demo).

• LCD module on the LPCXpresso54608 EVB has: 480*272 resolution, 16bit color depth. The frame buffer is located at
SDRAM and double frame buffer is used.

• There is a special handling for the keypad input in the demo as only one key (SW5) is available in the five keys on the
EVB board. In the remainder, one is reset key and the IOs connected to other keys are multiplexed with the bus IOs of
SDRAM which is used for LCD frame buffer. So a switch widget is taken to configure the only available key(SW5) as left
or right key for controlling the moving direction (left / right).

For display effect of the main GUI, see Figure 5.

Figure 5. Main GUI

Development in GUI Guider:

To develop the main GUI with GUI Guider, we can take advantage of the image widget of GUI Guider to convert the icons to
the C code conforming to the requests of LVGL. Additionally, the icons on the screen, see Figure 5 can be created with GUI
Guider at first. Later, we can do some modifications in KEIL project based on the generated code by GUI Guider. Thus, it saves
much workload.

It is not difficult to implement the main GUI like Figure 5 with GUI Guider. With generating the code for the main GUI from GUI
Guider, add them to the KEIL non-OS LVGL GUI project and modify the code as below sides:

• Change the background color of the screen to black by modifying it in KEIL project as in the following code (bold font):

//Write codes screen
ui->screen1 = lv_obj_create(NULL, NULL);

//added to change the bg color of screen to black
lv_obj_set_style_local_bg_color(ui->screen1, LV_OBJ_PART_MAIN, LV_STATE_DEFAULT, LV_COLOR_BLACK);
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And some widgets’ color might be required to update accordingly with the background’s change.

• Rewrite the code relevant to the creation of the icons based on the code from GUI Guider which is repetitive as each icon
is initialized by the similar code. We can optimize it to initialize the icons in a loop with less code as follows:

//update to create all icons on screen1 in a loop
for(int i = 0; i < SCREEN1_IMG_NUM; i++)
{//12 icons
   //create image objs for icons
   ui->screen1_img[i] =     lv_img_create(ui->screen1, NULL);
        
  lv_obj_add_style(ui->screen1_img[i], LV_IMG_PART_MAIN, &style_screen1_img_main);
  if(i < SCREEN1_IMG_SHOW_NUM)                             
  {//show 6 icons
    lv_obj_set_pos(ui->screen_img[i],       SCREEN_IMG_START_X+i*SCREEN1_IMG_DISTANCE, 
SCREEN1_IMG_START_Y);
  }
  else
  {//hide else icons by laying them    outside of screen
   lv_obj_set_pos(ui->screen1_img[i], LV_HOR_RES_MAX, SCREEN1_IMG_START_Y);
  }
 //set the size of icons to w=48, h=48
  lv_obj_set_size(ui->screen1_img[i],  icon_img[i]->header.w,  icon_img[i]->header.h);
  lv_obj_set_click(ui->screen1_img[i], true);        
 lv_img_set_src(ui->screen1_img[i], icon_img[i]);    
 lv_img_set_pivot(ui->screen_img[i], 0,0);
 lv_img_set_angle(ui->screen_img[i],  0);
}

Key functions developed in KEIL IDE:

Some functions are required to be modified or developed in KEIL IDE. For more details, please read the source code referring to
the list in Table 1 about the key functions developed in KEIL IDE.

Table 1. Key functions developed in KEIL IDE for reference

Function API Descriptions File

screen1_keypad_events_animove() Move a square or icons by four frames with a
key input.

setup_scr_screen1.c

screen1_keypad_event_handler() Keypad event callback handler to set the
control information for movement.

events_init.c

DEMO_ReadKey() Keypad input device driver to read keypad
value for triggering a keypad event

Littlevgl_support.c

5 Refresh rate measurement
Usually, users concern about the refresh performance for a GUI application. The refresh rate is the most important specification
to show the performance. This demo provides a way to show it by measuring the refresh rate of the movement in main GUI. This
feature can be enabled or disabled by setting a macro definition to 1 or 0 in the file littlevgl_support.c as follows.

Enabled the default definition:

#define REF_SPEED_MEASURE_EN 1

If enabled, the measure function is shown in the left bottom of area of the screen. The function includes two features:

• Real-time data display:
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The real-time refresh rate shown in the screen every time the square or icon moves with pressing the key once. It shows
the values for four frames and their average value as the movement with each keypad input contains actually four frames of
animation (it is, the screen is refreshed four times). The first one in four values is calculated by measuring the time between
getting the keypad input event to completing refreshing the first frame. And the remainder is between the completion of the
previous frame refreshing to the completion of the next one refreshing.

• Statistics data display:

The recent measured average data can be shown in a statistic chart when users check a checkbox for data statistics. Up to
10 sets of recent data can be collected and showed in the statistics chart (the chart cannot be shown if no data measured).

For the display effect of the real-time and statistics data of the refresh rate, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Refresh rate data display

6 Demonstration

6.1 Hardware setup
It is only required to connect PC to USB debug-link port on LPCXpresso54608 EVB via the micro USB cable.

6.2 Software setup
Once the attached software package unzips, copy the folder littlevgl_guider_demo_bm under the
path: SDK_2.9.0_LPCXpresso54628\boards\lpcxpresso54628\littlevgl_examples\

6.3 Running and results
Open the KEIL MDK project littlevgl_guider_demo_bm.uvprojx under the path of \ littlevgl_guider_demo_bm\MDK\, build
and download. After running on board, it displays the startup GUI with animation. After a moment when the logo moves to the
center of the screen, the main GUI displays automatically, see Figure 4.

At this initial state of the main GUI, the square is focused on the most left icon and the SW5 key is set as left key. So no movement
happens when pressing the SW5 key on the board at this moment. It must touch the switch to set the SW5 key as right key.
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Then the square moves to the right next icon with pressing SW5 key. Meanwhile the refresh rate is measured and real-time
result displayed.

Make sure that the SW5 key has been set to left or right key before want to get left or right movement. If the last icon (12 icons
totally) is focused with the square, no movement happens with SW5 key being pressed unless it is switched as left key.

As mentioned, the refresh rate data is displayed in a statistic chart with checking the checkbox Data Stat. See Figure 6 when
refresh rate data is available.

7 Summary
NXP is promoting a GUI mid-ware – LVGL and released a tool called GUI Guider for LVGL GUI development. This application note
is introducing how to implement an LVGL non-OS GUI demo running on LPCXpresso54608 EVB in KEIL IDE with GUI Guider.
First, it introduces the basic process of the demo development to show how to create an LVGL non-OS GUI project in KEIL with
GUI Guider. Next, it elaborates the implementation of the startup GUI and main GUI. Finally, it tells about showing the refresh
performance by measuring and displaying the real-time and statistics data of the refresh rate.

The reference code of the demo is wrapped and attached with this application note. Hope this application note with the reference
code could be helpful for users to develop their GUI application on LVGL with GUI Guider.

8 Revision history
Table 2 summarizes the changes done to this document since the initial release.

Table 2. Revision history

Revision number Date Substantive changes

0 16 August 2021 Initial release
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